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TThere is an old saying that has been frequently bandiedhere is an old saying that has been frequently bandied

about to dismiss violence in the home and to critiqueabout to dismiss violence in the home and to critique

the laws enacted to prevent domestic violence in Sri Lanka.the laws enacted to prevent domestic violence in Sri Lanka.

The adageThe adage “anger between a husband and wife is “anger between a husband and wife is only until only until 

the pot of rice gets cooked”the pot of rice gets cooked” is probably true in many smallis probably true in many small

arguments between husbands and wives, but what is itsarguments between husbands and wives, but what is its

signicance in real domestic violence disputes?signicance in real domestic violence disputes?

Statistical data and anecdotal information on domesticStatistical data and anecdotal information on domestic

violence show a high prevalence of domestic violence inviolence show a high prevalence of domestic violence in

Sri Lanka and that the majority of these victims Sri Lanka and that the majority of these victims are women.are women.

Studies reveal that 60% of women in Sri Lanka face someStudies reveal that 60% of women in Sri Lanka face some

form of domestic violence during their lives. Domesticform of domestic violence during their lives. Domestic

violence is dened as “violence perpetrated in the domesticviolence is dened as “violence perpetrated in the domestic

sphere, which targets women because of their role withinsphere, which targets women because of their role within

that sphere, or violence which is intended to impact, directlythat sphere, or violence which is intended to impact, directly

and negatively on women within the domestic sphere.”and negatively on women within the domestic sphere.”

Domestic violence can include physical, emotional, sexualDomestic violence can include physical, emotional, sexual

and economic violence, which can impact on victims and economic violence, which can impact on victims (both(both

direct victims and their children) with life-threatening anddirect victims and their children) with life-threatening and

long-term harm.long-term harm.

Women’s Crisis Centres and Police Women and Children’sWomen’s Crisis Centres and Police Women and Children’s

Desks as well as Mediation Boards, Grama Niladharis,Desks as well as Mediation Boards, Grama Niladharis,

newspapers, community organizations and even faith-basednewspapers, community organizations and even faith-based

groups can provide extensive evidence of domestic groups can provide extensive evidence of domestic violenceviolence

incidents that do not cease when the ‘pot of rice is boiled.’incidents that do not cease when the ‘pot of rice is boiled.’

They are incidents of severe physical, sexual, and emotionalThey are incidents of severe physical, sexual, and emotional

abuse – of real women with broken bones, burnt torsos,abuse – of real women with broken bones, burnt torsos,

hacked and mutilated bodies, traumatized, victimized, andhacked and mutilated bodies, traumatized, victimized, and

tortured as dened in Sri Lanka’s anti-torture laws. Thesetortured as dened in Sri Lanka’s anti-torture laws. These

incidents involve women and their children. These are notincidents involve women and their children. These are not

disputes that came up when the pot of rice was placed ondisputes that came up when the pot of rice was placed on

the re and these are not disputes that end when the ricethe re and these are not disputes that end when the rice

cooked.cooked.

Mchnisms for PrvnionMchnisms for Prvnion

WWe have many redress mechanisms that address familye have many redress mechanisms that address family

disputes; the police, mediation boards, counsellorsdisputes; the police, mediation boards, counsellors

at Divisional Secretariat ofces, family elders, communityat Divisional Secretariat ofces, family elders, community

leaders... the list is vast and their services are greatlyleaders... the list is vast and their services are greatly

valuable despite gaps in ideological approaches and spacevaluable despite gaps in ideological approaches and space

for improvement. These address small remediable disputesfor improvement. These address small remediable disputes

and help families reconcile their differences and promoteand help families reconcile their differences and promote

conciliation.conciliation.

In contrast, laws on In contrast, laws on preventing domestic violence are meantpreventing domestic violence are meant

to address a whole different gamut of to address a whole different gamut of violent crimes betweenviolent crimes between

husbands and wives. In a society where the family is upheldhusbands and wives. In a society where the family is upheld

as the most sacred social institution, it is not pleasant toas the most sacred social institution, it is not pleasant to

consider that within the walls of some families, women areconsider that within the walls of some families, women are

abused in inhuman ways. abused in inhuman ways. For over a century, Sri Lanka hidFor over a century, Sri Lanka hid

 behind the provision that women abused by their  behind the provision that women abused by their husbandshusbands

can access punitive justice via the Penal Code which listscan access punitive justice via the Penal Code which lists

some offences that describe domestic violence disputes. some offences that describe domestic violence disputes. ButBut

no women came forward and no cases went to court under no women came forward and no cases went to court under 

the Penal Code, not because there was no violence beingthe Penal Code, not because there was no violence being

 perpetrated within  perpetrated within families, but families, but because of because of this this very samevery same

sentiment - that domestic disputes should be kept domesticsentiment - that domestic disputes should be kept domestic

and it was wrong as the Sinhala saying goes to “and it was wrong as the Sinhala saying goes to “ spread  spread 

home res to the outside world home res to the outside world …”…”

Lobbying agins Domsic ViolncLobbying agins Domsic Violnc

SSri Lanka considers domestic violence as a grave socialri Lanka considers domestic violence as a grave social

issue that requires multi-focal strategic interventions.issue that requires multi-focal strategic interventions.

Sri Lanka’s commitment to the UN Declaration on theSri Lanka’s commitment to the UN Declaration on the

EliminElimination oation of Violence Against Women (DEVf Violence Against Women (DEVAAW) acceptsW) accepts

that “violence against women is acts that result in, or isthat “violence against women is acts that result in, or is

likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or likely to result in, physical, sexual or psychological harm or 

suffering to women, including threats of suffering to women, including threats of such acts, coercionsuch acts, coercion

or arbitrary deprivation of lor arbitrary deprivation of l ibertyiberty, whether occurring in , whether occurring in publicpublic

or in private life”. The Sri Lanka Women’s Charter endorsesor in private life”. The Sri Lanka Women’s Charter endorses

this recognition and in response the National Committeethis recognition and in response the National Committee

C’s eyC’s ey
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on Women has spearheaded the Sri Lanka action plan onon Women has spearheaded the Sri Lanka action plan on

 preventing dome preventing domestic violence. stic violence. The State, The State, nongovernmental,nongovernmental,

 professional,  professional, service service sectors sectors and and academia academia provide provide multi-multi-

faceted initiatives aimed at addressing and reducing domesticfaceted initiatives aimed at addressing and reducing domestic

violence. These institutions have repeatedly argued for theviolence. These institutions have repeatedly argued for the

need for extensive strategic and long-term programmingneed for extensive strategic and long-term programming

to address gender-based violence as urgent at all levels of to address gender-based violence as urgent at all levels of 

society from policy level to community level.society from policy level to community level.

As a result of As a result of strong lobbying by civil society strong lobbying by civil society organizationsorganizations

strengthened by research carried out by institutions andstrengthened by research carried out by institutions and

individual academics, the Prevention individual academics, the Prevention of Domestic Violenceof Domestic Violence

Act was enacted in September 2005. Until the enactmentAct was enacted in September 2005. Until the enactment

of the Act, domestic violence was virtually an invisibleof the Act, domestic violence was virtually an invisible

 phenomenon in  phenomenon in Sri Sri Lanka, Lanka, unrecognized by unrecognized by the the State State andand

accepted as the norm by society at large. With the passingaccepted as the norm by society at large. With the passing

of the Act, for the rst time in the history of the country’sof the Act, for the rst time in the history of the country’s

laws, domestic violence was accepted as a crime laws, domestic violence was accepted as a crime from whichfrom which

victims were to be protected.victims were to be protected.

th Lwth Lw

WWith the institution of the Prevention of Domesticith the institution of the Prevention of Domestic

VioleViolence Act, the laws that deal with nce Act, the laws that deal with the phenomenonthe phenomenon

in Sri Lanka became twofold; by way of the Preventionin Sri Lanka became twofold; by way of the Prevention

of Domestic Violence Act and by the Penal Code. Theof Domestic Violence Act and by the Penal Code. The

Prevention of Domestic Violence Act No 34 of 2005Prevention of Domestic Violence Act No 34 of 2005

 provides  provides for for protective protective measures measures where where a a victim victim of of domesticdomestic

violence can access the formal legal system to obtain aviolence can access the formal legal system to obtain a

Protective Order from courts of law. The description of Protective Order from courts of law. The description of 

domestic violence in the Act recognizes several offencesdomestic violence in the Act recognizes several offences

against the body of a person which are already includedagainst the body of a person which are already included

in the Penal Code as well as those of emotional abuse (ain the Penal Code as well as those of emotional abuse (a

 pattern of  pattern of cruel, inhucruel, inhuman, degraman, degrading or ding or humiliating cohumiliating conductnduct

of a serious nature directed towards an aggrieved person).of a serious nature directed towards an aggrieved person).

In terms of the Penal Code recognition, the State can leIn terms of the Penal Code recognition, the State can le

action against a perpetrator of domestic violence under theaction against a perpetrator of domestic violence under the

country’s general penal laws.country’s general penal laws.

Despite this visibility and recognition of domestic violenceDespite this visibility and recognition of domestic violence

as a crime, actually addressing the issue still remains aas a crime, actually addressing the issue still remains a

 problem  problem that that is is clouded clouded by by society’society’s s expectations expectations of of thethe

gendered identities, roles and behaviour of women/mengendered identities, roles and behaviour of women/men

and of socio-cultural norms. Research shows that theand of socio-cultural norms. Research shows that the

burden of stigma, social and economic vulnerabilities, theburden of stigma, social and economic vulnerabilities, the

lack of formal protection systems and supportive accesslack of formal protection systems and supportive access

to justice, and socialization processes that minimize theto justice, and socialization processes that minimize the

 gravity  gravity of of domestic domestic violence violence are are signicant signicant factors factors that that 

 prevent  prevent women rwomen recognizing, ecognizing, reporting reporting and taking and taking action onaction on

domestic violence.domestic violence.

For those women who have the strength to break theFor those women who have the strength to break the

silence on domestic violence, the formal courts of law offer silence on domestic violence, the formal courts of law offer 

 protection  protection for for victims victims and and punitive punitive action action can can be be takentaken

against perpetrators. Yagainst perpetrators. Yet many et many are unable to are unable to actually accessactually access

the formal justice system because the rst points of entrythe formal justice system because the rst points of entry

for redress (largely the Police and public ofcers in thefor redress (largely the Police and public ofcers in the

community such as Grama Niladharis), often discouragecommunity such as Grama Niladharis), often discourage

remedial action on the basis of solving the dispute andremedial action on the basis of solving the dispute and

keeping the ‘family together.’ Here the Police and publickeeping the ‘family together.’ Here the Police and public

ofcers play an informal (and therefore untrained)ofcers play an informal (and therefore untrained)

counselling/mediating role of using their personal life skillscounselling/mediating role of using their personal life skills

and perceptions of dispute resolution and family harmonyand perceptions of dispute resolution and family harmony

to provide immediate ‘relief’ to victims. Or the victims andto provide immediate ‘relief’ to victims. Or the victims and

 perpetrator are  perpetrator are referred to comreferred to community mediation boards.munity mediation boards.

The key feature in the PDV Act is that it provides for aThe key feature in the PDV Act is that it provides for a

 protective  protective remedy remedy and and not not a a punitive punitive course course of of action action – – 

as it concentrates on keeping women safe rather than onas it concentrates on keeping women safe rather than on

 punishing  punishing the the perpetrators. The perpetrators. The provision provision of of the Act, the Act, thatthat

enables a court order to prevent a violent member fromenables a court order to prevent a violent member from

causing further harm by keeping him out of the home andcausing further harm by keeping him out of the home and

away from the victim, is seen as ‘breaking up families.’away from the victim, is seen as ‘breaking up families.’

It would of course be worthwhile to consider whether It would of course be worthwhile to consider whether 

families are ‘broken up’ by continuing violence or whether families are ‘broken up’ by continuing violence or whether 

they are ‘broken up’ by the effort to live violence-free – athey are ‘broken up’ by the effort to live violence-free – a

fundamental human right?fundamental human right?

Or as Or as argued by Prof. Savitri Goonesekere: “Helping womenargued by Prof. Savitri Goonesekere: “Helping women

 facing gender based  facing gender based violence to end violence to end this violence does this violence does not not 

mean breaking up a family unit. When there is violencemean breaking up a family unit. When there is violence

in the home, the family is already broken. Even though ain the home, the family is already broken. Even though a

husband and wife live under the same roof and share ahusband and wife live under the same roof and share a

child or children, if the wife is being subject to violence, thechild or children, if the wife is being subject to violence, the

 family is alre family is already torn apart. Helping ady torn apart. Helping this woman to end thethis woman to end the

violence she is experiencing will save her life and the livesviolence she is experiencing will save her life and the lives

of her children. It wilof her children. It will help preserve her family.”l help preserve her family.”

Supporing h LwSupporing h Lw

TThe sporadic debates on the law as ‘drastic,’ laws thathe sporadic debates on the law as ‘drastic,’ laws that

 break  break up up families families and and help help wives wives push push husbands husbands outout

of the marital home, become irrelevant for two reasons.of the marital home, become irrelevant for two reasons.

One-because the laws prevent women and children fromOne-because the laws prevent women and children from

life-threatening situations; if placed outside the domesticlife-threatening situations; if placed outside the domestic

sphere, these crimes would carry prison sentences, nessphere, these crimes would carry prison sentences, nes

and compensation for victims. Two, the laws that addressand compensation for victims. Two, the laws that address

domestic violence are aimed primarily at protecting victimsdomestic violence are aimed primarily at protecting victims
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who are largely women and children. In a country which iswho are largely women and children. In a country which is

 proud of protecting its women, these laws should not place proud of protecting its women, these laws should not place

anyone on the defensive or warrant criticism on its anyone on the defensive or warrant criticism on its negativenegative

inuence on family peace.inuence on family peace.

Therefore the current arguments on the overcrowding of Therefore the current arguments on the overcrowding of 

Sri Lankan prisons as well as the drain on State funds toSri Lankan prisons as well as the drain on State funds to

implement punitive measures and rehabilitation are notimplement punitive measures and rehabilitation are not

valid claims when it comes to perpetrators of domesticvalid claims when it comes to perpetrators of domestic

violence given the severity of the violence given the severity of the crime. These violent acts,crime. These violent acts,

if committed by a person on a person outside of a home andif committed by a person on a person outside of a home and

a family relationship, would not warrant any discussion ona family relationship, would not warrant any discussion on

the repealing of the Act or the repealing of the Act or the pardoning of perpetrators.the pardoning of perpetrators.

It may be timelier to recognize that those who violate theIt may be timelier to recognize that those who violate the

very people they are supposed to love and honor, and whovery people they are supposed to love and honor, and who

WWhile the country is supposed thile the country is supposed to be a civilized democracyo be a civilized democracy

where the rule of law prevails, it is appalling thatwhere the rule of law prevails, it is appalling that
extra-judicial punishments of a medieval, barbaric natureextra-judicial punishments of a medieval, barbaric nature
are being inicted on the poor – by persons in authority.are being inicted on the poor – by persons in authority.

Such individuaSuch individuals ls who have who have no legal no legal authority to authority to punish,punish,
take the law into their hands and administer punishmentstake the law into their hands and administer punishments

with impunity.with impunity.

thr rcn scndlsthr rcn scndls

TThree outrageous incidents have recently been reported.hree outrageous incidents have recently been reported.
The rst is the The rst is the case of a Deputy Minister, Mervyn Silvacase of a Deputy Minister, Mervyn Silva

tying a Samurdhi ofcer to a tree over the latter’s failuretying a Samurdhi ofcer to a tree over the latter’s failure
to attend a dengue prevention campaign in Kelaniya. Theto attend a dengue prevention campaign in Kelaniya. The

 police looked  police looked on and on and only only a woman a woman present raised present raised strongstrong
objections. The incident was widely publicized; Mervynobjections. The incident was widely publicized; Mervyn
Silva was punished and then exonerated by a committee of Silva was punished and then exonerated by a committee of 

the SLFP appointed to look into the issue.the SLFP appointed to look into the issue.

The second incident that has been widely condemned was aThe second incident that has been widely condemned was a
horror story of a horror story of a Sri Lankan housemaid in Sri Lankan housemaid in Saudi ArabSaudi Arabia whoia who

had nails and needles inserted into her body allegedly byhad nails and needles inserted into her body allegedly by
her employer. This case has been reported in all newspapersher employer. This case has been reported in all newspapers

locally and attracted international attention. It has locally and attracted international attention. It has served toserved to
highlight the plight of Sri Lankan housemaids abroad whohighlight the plight of Sri Lankan housemaids abroad who

have no legal protection or basic rights.have no legal protection or basic rights.

The third incident, reported by the Asian Human RightsThe third incident, reported by the Asian Human Rights

Commission is that of a Muslim woman aged 17 beingCommission is that of a Muslim woman aged 17 being

are their closest and dearest, may be are their closest and dearest, may be affected by alcoholism,affected by alcoholism,

or a particular mental disability. Furthermore, patriarchy– or a particular mental disability. Furthermore, patriarchy– 

the unequal power structures with certain homes and familythe unequal power structures with certain homes and family

relationships–can also be the cause and result of domesticrelationships–can also be the cause and result of domestic

violence.violence.

Rather than cloak these issues in simplistic discussionsRather than cloak these issues in simplistic discussions

relating to family harmony and rice pots, are we ready torelating to family harmony and rice pots, are we ready to

take forward the recognition and commitment once madetake forward the recognition and commitment once made

 by the  by the State State to look to look into the into the more semore serious issues rious issues surroundingsurrounding

domestic violence? Or are we going to let the majority of domestic violence? Or are we going to let the majority of 

women facing domestic violence situations within their women facing domestic violence situations within their 

homes fend for themselves?homes fend for themselves?

CourtesyCourtesy Sunday Island Sunday Island 

summarily punished with summarily punished with 100 lashes 100 lashes by men of the by men of the mosquemosque

committee committee in Gokarin Gokarella in ella in the Kurthe Kurunegala dunegala district. Tistrict. Thehe

‘offence’ was that she had a child out of wedlock, and‘offence’ was that she had a child out of wedlock, and

although she had subsequently married another man, shealthough she had subsequently married another man, she

was harshly punished, leading to her taking treatmentwas harshly punished, leading to her taking treatment

at the Mawatagama hospital. The report claims that theat the Mawatagama hospital. The report claims that the

husband’s efforts to make an entry at the Gokarella policehusband’s efforts to make an entry at the Gokarella police

station failed. It is a fact that Moulavis of mosques in Sristation failed. It is a fact that Moulavis of mosques in Sri

Lanka have committees which can resort to such summaryLanka have committees which can resort to such summary

 punishments of believers. punishments of believers.

Summry PunishmnsSummry Punishmns

TThese ‘punishments’ are a throwback to a feudal periodhese ‘punishments’ are a throwback to a feudal period

during during which which kings, chkings, chiefs, priefs, priests iests and pand people eople inin

authority imposed summary punishments on those whoauthority imposed summary punishments on those who

failed to toe the line. In medieval Europe radical womenfailed to toe the line. In medieval Europe radical women

were called “witches” and burnt at the stake. In morewere called “witches” and burnt at the stake. In more

recent times, in post-World-War- 2 France, women whorecent times, in post-World-War- 2 France, women who

were allegedly Nazi collaborators had their heads forciblywere allegedly Nazi collaborators had their heads forcibly

shaved. These acts – all extra-legal – are reminiscent of shaved. These acts – all extra-legal – are reminiscent of 

what Michel Foucault discusses in his work what Michel Foucault discusses in his work  Discipline and  Discipline and 

 Punish Punish. He argues that “Discipline ‘makes’ individuals; it is. He argues that “Discipline ‘makes’ individuals; it is

the specic technique of power that regards individuals boththe specic technique of power that regards individuals both

as objects and as instruments of its exercise.” It is throughas objects and as instruments of its exercise.” It is through

disciplining and punishment that people are brought under disciplining and punishment that people are brought under 

control and the techniques of severe censure, shaming, andcontrol and the techniques of severe censure, shaming, and

torture used by the mosque authorities, the politician, andtorture used by the mosque authorities, the politician, and

tHe PUNISHMeNt IS tHe CRIMetHe PUNISHMeNt IS tHe CRIMe


